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Date: Saturday 22nd September

time: 7pm
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From your spaceship, the earth looks like a marble. It looks 
like a gobstopper. It could pop like a bubble. trainee 

astronauts are screened for poetic souls: those who 
have them can’t go into space. too much metaphor 

on the mind could compromise a mission. 

the poets in this show – amy Key, William Letford, Sarah 
Howe and tom Warner – have worked with a theatre director 
and designer to create new worlds of poetic pleasure and 
provocation. their poems come with a payload of star-shine 
and space-dust, and are performed throughout all the 
charted and uncharted spaces of the Beacon. 

Jaybird produces touring poetry shows which borrow the 
tricks of the theatrical trade to heighten the performances 
of talented and inventive poets. Previous shows have 
included soundscapes and fireworks. I Gaze From My Kitchen 

Like An Astronaut builds for each poet a setting suggested by 
the themes of their poems. Words and moods are enhanced 

with props and subtle choreography: how the poets move, sit 
and stand on stage helps your eye support what your ear attends. 

Poems from the page, launched into orbit.

amy Key, William Letford, Sarah Howe and tom Warner have metaphor on 
the mind at all times. their poems will charm and console you, nudge you 

and urge you. Come and follow their explorations.
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I Gaze From My Kitchen Like An Astronaut is a project 
involving ten poets who are performing in various 
combinations round the country. For more details, 
visit www.gazelikeanastronaut.wordpress.com

Conceived and produced by Jaybird
Directed by Phoebe stout

Jaybird is at www.jaybird.org.uk,
on Facebook at Jaybird Live Literature
and on twitter @jaybirdlivelit

a Poetry show


